Who would you play with? Why?

A Pig

My Own Idea is...

A Wolf
How would you help the pigs? Why?

- Call a grown-up
- My Own Idea is...
- Share some straw
What kind of house would you build? Why?

A brick house

My Own Idea is...

A straw house
What do you do when you feel bad? Why?

Read a book

My Own Idea is...

Talk to a friend
Where would you like to go? Why?

Australia

My Own Idea is...

A playground
How would you help Alexander? Why?

Share my snack

My Own Idea is...

Give him a band aid
Who is the trickster? Why?

Anansi

My Own Idea is...

The Bush Deer
What would you do in a tree? Why?

Pick a banana

My Own Idea is...

Hang a swing
What do you like to do when it is hot? Why?

Go to a pool

My Own Idea is...

Walk in a cool forest
What would you do in your room? Why?

Read a book

My Own Idea is...

Take a nap
What would you do in a costume? Why?

Play with friends

My Own Idea is...

Chase a puppy
How do you feel saying goodbye? Why?

Grumpy

My Own Idea is...

Happy
What would you plant in a garden? Why?

Carrots

My Own Idea is...

Strawberries
Who was a good neighbor? Why?

My Own Idea is...

The Hare

The Bear
What would you do with your vegetables? Why?

Make a soup

My Own Idea is...

Have a picnic
What would you build for Rosie? Why?

A hen house

My Own Idea is...

A cart
Who do you think is smarter? Why?

My Own Idea is...

The Fox

The Hen
Where would you go on a walk? Why?

In my neighborhood

My Own Idea is...

On a farm
My Own Idea is...